Planning My Way:
While Living with a Significant
or Chronic Medical Condition

T

he mission of the Cunniff-Dixon Foundation is to enrich
the physician-patient relationship near the end of life; to
educate individual physicians and inspire them to provide
the kind of care near the end of life that we all wish for
ourselves and our loved ones.

While much work remains to be done, the progress in the last
10 years in end-of-life care has been considerable. But the
reality is that a big share of the responsibility for the end-of-life
experience that we all say we want rests on our own shoulders.
We will each have our own ending, and there is much that
we can do to prepare for it. The time to draw up a will is not
at the very end of the journey. Likewise, there are things we
can learn, questions we can ask about death and dying, today
when we are healthy and have time to reflect.
None of us wants to face these issues. But I know from personal experience that it makes
a difference...a big difference. There were many issues that my wife Carley
did not have to tackle at the end — she had already taken the time to plan.
Planning My Way is the Cunniff-Dixon Foundation’s effort to make it easier, to provide a
track to run on, with worksheets, questions and answers. It is the product of several years
of collaboration and work by leading medical professionals. It can be extremely useful.
We hope that Planning My Way will help people answer questions in advance of that time
when they may not be as able to make important decisions as they are today. We hope
that it will help individuals and families prepare in advance for “the kind of care near the
end of life that we all wish for for ourselves and our families.”
Andy Baxter
Founder

Planning My Way (PMW) is a project of the Cunniff-Dixon Foundation
in collaboration with Robert Pearlman, MD, MPH, of the University of
Washington and Melissa Bottrell, MPH, PhD of Ethics Quality Consulting.
The vision, research, and testing of PMW originated with Dr. Pearlman
and colleagues several years ago involving Veterans and their family
members; and received broad review from a diverse panel of end-of-life
and ethics experts including clinicians, clergy and consumer advocates.
Our partnership helped bring that work forward to a consumer-oriented
print and digital workbook experience that helps individuals and families
think about, learn and communicate what matters to them as they contemplate both legal and
supporting future health care directives. The mission of the Cunniff-Dixon Foundation is to enrich
the Doctor-Patient relationship near the end of life by fostering human development in medicine
and supporting and funding projects relating to Palliative Care.
Learn more at: www.cunniffdixon.org.
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Learn more and find the complete set of worksheets at: www.planninghealthcaremyway.org
If you or your organization would like to receive free Planning My Way workbooks, please contact our
Director for more information: Andy Peters I Apeters008@gmail.com
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While Living with a Significant
or Chronic Medical Condition

O

nly one person is truly qualified to tell your health care providers
how you feel about different issues—and that’s YOU.

Some people believe that doctors know best and therefore should
make all the decisions. However, as a patient, your values and goals
are very important and should be the guiding force behind your
care. Your health care providers have technical knowledge and years
of experience, but without your help, they can’t know what’s best
for you given your specific medical situation.
Every patient is different. Two patients with the same condition can
have very different ideas about what kind of treatment they want.
Have you thought about what kinds of medical care you would
choose if you couldn’t tell your providers what
you wanted?
Through advance care planning, you can help
ensure that your wishes will guide future care.
Planning My Way... A Guide for Future Health
Care Decisions is an educational resource
designed to help you with
advance care planning.
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Living with a chronic
or significant medical
condition is not easy.
But making sure your
values, goals, and wishes
are reflected in your
care can ease some of
the burden.
While forms like advance directives or living wills can address legal
requirements to support your health care wishes, they may not give
your family or your doctor peace of mind that they are abiding by
your wishes when they have to make hard decisions.
The explanations, examples, and worksheets provided within the
Planning My Way materials help you refine and personalize your
own instructions. Depending on your personal health circumstances,
different worksheets might be most helpful in communicating your
wishes to your spokesperson, loved ones, and health care providers.
In addition, writing a personal letter to your family or creating an
audio or video recording helps them feel confident that they are
doing the best they can to follow your wishes.
Advance care planning is not necessarily a one-time activity—it
should be revisited when life circumstances have changed. Planning
My Way materials similar to this booklet are available for people
who are currently healthy and who require care near the end of life.
If life-sustaining treatments were the only way to keep you alive,
would you want your doctors to use them? For some people, the
answer is “Of course.” For other people, the answer is “Never.”
For others, the answer would depend on the situation.
The worksheets in this document will help you
think about things, like:
• Taking care of what you value
• Your strongly held beliefs
For more information, go to: www.planninghealthcaremyway.org

What is
advance care
planning?
Advance care planning is a step-by-step
process to help you plan for medical
decisions in your future.
Advance care planning involves five main
actions:

Thinking about what you would want
if you had to make difficult choices.

Talking about your views with your
spokesperson, loved ones, and health
care providers.
Choosing a spokesperson who can speak

for you if you can’t speak for yourself. Some
people might call this person your surrogate
or proxy.

Completing an advance directive to

document your preferences, including using
worksheets.

Creating a personal letter or audio or
video recording to share your wishes.
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Why plan ahead?
Different people want different things.

You may know someone
like Mrs. Kingsley
CONSIDER HER STORY:
She has advanced Alzheimer’s disease. She can’t recognize
her family anymore. She also can’t do many of the things she
used to do to take care of herself, like eating on her own.
The aides in the nursing home lovingly care for her, and
mostly she seems content.
Mrs. Kingsley has developed pneumonia and needs
to go to the hospital for treatment with intravenous
(IV) antibiotics. Her doctors say that this treatment
will probably restore her to the life she had before.
However, many people who are transferred from
nursing homes to hospitals become confused and
upset. Also, because Alzheimer’s is a progressive
disease, Mrs. Kingsley’s condition will keep getting
worse. She may have more serious cases of
pneumonia in the future, as well as other serious
medical complications.

If you were in
Mrs. Kingsley’s
situation, what would
you want? Why?
Ms. Santini:
If I’m ever in
this situation, I’d
want to go to the
hospital for those
IV antibiotics.

Are your views
similar to those
of Ms. Santini?

Mr. Johnson:
I can’t stand
the thought
of being unable
to recognize my
family! Pneumonia might not
be such a bad way to pass away.
I would tell my family, “Please
don’t send me to the hospital.
Just make me comfortable in
the nursing home.”

As long as I was not in
terrible pain all the time,
I would want to extend my
days in the nursing home
for as long as possible.

Are your views
similar to those
of Mr. Johnson?
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Your loved ones
need your guidance.
CONSIDER THE MURPHY
FAMILY’S STORY:

D

ad’s health had been declining for years.
He had been a heavy smoker and had
a lot of trouble catching his breath. He
needed to wear oxygen all the time. His
doctors called his condition chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, or COPD. Recently, he
developed severe pneumonia. It got worse
and caused an infection in his bloodstream. As
a result, he needed a breathing machine and
medicines to keep his blood pressure normal. He
was so sick he couldn’t communicate for himself.
Then he slipped into a coma. This continued for
three weeks.
The doctors told us that Dad’s COPD was so
severe he would eventually die from it. But they
didn’t know when that might happen. They said
that patients who are very sick like Dad could get
better for a while and then get sick again. The
fact that Dad was so sick meant that this time
might be his last. Also, if he got well enough
to leave the hospital, he would probably be in
worse shape than before. He would have even
more trouble breathing and might even have
some permanent brain damage. The doctors
asked us whether Dad would want to stay on
the breathing machine or to be taken off the
machine, which would mean he would die.
I felt terrible. I didn’t think Dad would want to
be kept alive like this. But I knew Mom would
feel guilty for the rest of her life if we told the
doctors to stop the machine while there was still
even the slightest hope. We weren’t sure what
we should do because Dad had never told us
what he would have wanted. I really wish we’d
talked about this before.

CONSIDER FLORA PARKS’
STORY:
Flora Parks woke up one day and
couldn’t move her left arm. Her vision
was blurred and she was having a
hard time talking. Al, her husband
of 50 years, called Mrs. Parks’ doctor.
The doctor thought Mrs. Parks had
had a stroke and told Al to take his
wife to the hospital. After a long day
of tests, the hospital doctors agreed it
was a stroke.
Mrs. Parks’ stroke was caused by a
blocked blood vessel. The doctors
started her on medication and
rehabilitation therapy. After a few
more days, her sight improved, and
she was talking clearly again. After
two months, she could move her arm,
but it was still a little clumsy and
weak. Her physical therapist taught
her how to make the most of her
weak arm. She adjusted to her new
situation, but she worried constantly
about what would happen if she had
a more serious stroke.
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She talked about this with Al and their
children. She said, “This stroke has

made me think long and hard
about what’s important to me.
The doctor said that even with my
medications, I could have another
stroke. If this happens, I might not
be able to tell you what I want.
So, I’m telling you now. I love life
and don’t want to give up. That’s
why I’d be willing to go to the
hospital and start rehab again to
see whether I can get better. But
if I get to a point where I’ll never
be able to communicate with you,
then I don’t want anything done
to prolong my life. That means
no CPR if my heart stops and no
machines. My biggest concern is
that I won’t be able to talk with
you or enjoy your company. So
if that happens, I’d rather let my
illness take its course than risk
suffering a prolonged decline.”

“I understand how you feel,” Al replied,
“but I think you’re only looking at the
negative. Let’s think about what the
children, the doctors, and I could do
to make your quality of life as good
as it could be, if another stroke does
happen.”

If you were you in
Mrs. Parks’ situation,
how would you feel about
your husband’s reply?
Are there things you
would want your loved
ones to do to improve
your quality of life if you
suffered a severe stroke?
Would they know what
things are most important
to you?

Talking About
Your Wishes.

O

ne of the most important steps in
advance care planning is talking about
your wishes with the people who might
be asked to speak for you.

Even if you don’t complete a formal advance directive,
it’s important that you speak about your wishes clearly with your
spokesperson, loved ones, and health care providers.
Talking with other people can also help you think about what you want.
Often, friends and family members can ask you questions or tell you things
that will make you think about your wishes in a different way.
It will be easier for everyone to follow your choices if you are able to say
what you want thoroughly and clearly.

Talking with other people
can also help you think
about what you want.
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How to start the conversation

T

here is no “right way” or “right time” to
start this conversation. The best thing
to do is set a time and get started.
But what if your spokesperson or
loved ones don’t want to talk? What if
they make excuses like, “You’ve got
a lot of life left in you. Why do we
have to talk about this now?” Here
are some suggestions for getting a
conversation started:

RELATE A STORY
YOU READ HERE.

If there was a story in this booklet
that resonated with you, it may also
get the attention of the people with
whom you want speak. Share the story
with them and the questions it raised. Let
them know what you are concerned about
and why this is important to you.

REMIND THEM OF A SITUATION SOMEONE ELSE EXPERIENCED.
Another way to introduce the topic is to think about friends or relatives
who had an illness and faced a difficult situation.
“Do you remember what happened to [name of person] and what his
family went through? I don’t want you to have to go through that with
me. That’s why I want to talk about this now, while we can.”

BE FIRM AND STRAIGHTFORWARD.

If someone puts you off because they are uncomfortable, you could say:
“I know this makes you feel uncomfortable, but I need you to hear
what I have to say because it’s very important to me.”

POINT OUT THE POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES
OF NOT TALKING NOW.

Someone may be more willing to talk if you start by saying something like:
“If we don’t talk about this now, we could both end up in a situation that
is even more uncomfortable. I’d really like to avoid that if I could.”

Why you should talk
to your health care providers
Whether or not you decide to complete an advance directive, it’s
still important to talk to your health care team. Here’s why:
n

Your doctor, nurse, social worker, chaplain, and
other members of the health care team are there
to help and support you and your loved ones as
you discuss these important topics.

n

Your health care providers can help you
understand what steps you need to take to
ensure that your wishes are honored.

n

Your health care providers can answer questions you
may have about your current health, treatments,
or what might happen to you.

n

You can’t assume that your health care providers understand
your values and preferences unless you talk to them.

n

Your health care providers need to know your choice of a
spokesperson if you become so sick that you aren’t able to speak
for yourself anymore.

n

Your health care providers may be able to help prevent
conflicts about your future care.

n

You want to be sure that your health care providers will interpret
your wishes or your advance directive in the way that you intend.
There could be a problem if they believe your words mean one thing, while
your spokesperson or family members believe your words mean something else.

You don’t want to be in a hurry when you have this conversation. Make a special
appointment with your health care providers to make sure that you have their
attention and sufficient time for the discussion.
Doctors and nurses are people, too. Some are uncomfortable talking about advance
directives or have other things on their minds. Research has shown that almost all
patients want to discuss their future health care preferences, but many times their
health care providers don’t start the discussion. You can be gentle but assertive when
you let your health care providers know that you really want to have this conversation.
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What to say to
your health care providers

D

on’t let your health care providers file your advance directive in
your chart without discussing it with you. Make sure they know
why you feel the way that you do. This will make it easier for
them to understand and follow your wishes.

Bring a copy of your advance directive and any Planning My Way
worksheets you chose to complete. You can also share your personal
letter or audio or video recording, if you have created one. This will help
you organize your thoughts and cover all the important topics.
During your appointment, you may want to ask some or
all of these questions:

“Is it likely that I will lose my ability to make my own
decisions because of my medical condition?”
“What difficult treatment decisions am I likely to face in
the future because of my medical condition? What are
the pros and cons of the different options?”
“Can I count on you to listen to my spokesperson if I can’t
speak for myself?”
“What will happen if you’re not the health care provider
who’s there when I need care? How will my other health
care providers know about my wishes?”

Choosing Your
Spokesperson

Why

appoint a
spokesperson?

Y

our first step in planning your
future care is to appoint a
spokesperson. (You may also
hear this person called your
surrogate or proxy decision maker.)
You do not have to do so. It’s entirely
voluntary. But if someday you are
unable to make your own health care
decisions, your doctors and other
providers will have to choose another
person to make those decisions for you.
If you do not appoint a spokesperson
for yourself ahead of time, one will be
appointed for you, usually your next of
kin (spouse, parent, or sibling).

If the spokesperson you would choose
is different from the one that your
health care organization would choose,
it is very important that you
formally appoint that person as your
health care agent by completing an
advance directive.
The rules for what that spokesperson
is allowed to do may be different,
depending on what state you live in.
You should speak to a legal expert to
find out the rules.
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I

f you have close family members, you
may think that you don’t need to
choose a spokesperson. After all, if
you do not appoint a spokesperson
and can’t speak for yourself, your
doctors will ask your spouse to speak
for you, or other relatives if you are
not married.
However, it’s not always that simple. If
your family members disagree about
your treatment, it can be very difficult
to make decisions. And if you don’t
have a family or are not close to your
family, your doctors might have to turn
to someone who doesn’t know what
you would want.
These are just two reasons why you
might want to choose a particular
individual to be your spokesperson. You
may have other reasons. For example:
n

You might have several children
but think that one would be a
better spokesperson.

n

You expect strong feelings among
your family members and want to
let everyone know ahead of time
who should speak for you.

n

You may be more comfortable
telling a particular person how you
feel about future health care choices
you might have to make.

A Durable Power of Attorney for Health
Care document tells your health care
providers whom you want to make
medical decisions for you if you get too
sick to decide for yourself. It is included
in most advance directive forms.

When choosing your spokesperson,

CONSIDER ALICE
ROBERTS’ STORY:
Alice Roberts assumed her doctors
would let her closest friend, Larry
Jergen, make decisions about her
medical treatment if she was ever
unable to make them herself. He’d
been visiting her daily since she had
entered the final stages of lung cancer.
They often talked about her wishes.
But then Mrs. Roberts developed an
infection with a high fever, and she
became confused. Her doctors felt
that they should talk to her next of
kin before deciding whether to give
her antibiotics. Her next of kin was her
brother Frank, who lived in another
state. Frank and Mr. Jergen disagreed
about what medical treatment Mrs.
Roberts should receive. Mrs. Roberts
had never spoken about this with her
brother. But because Mr. Jergen was
not related to Mrs. Roberts and she
had not legally selected him as her
spokesperson, the doctors let Frank
make the decisions.

What

to talk
about ?

W

hen you ask someone to be your
spokesperson, you’re asking for a big
responsibility. You and your spokesperson
want to be comfortable with this. You don’t
want this person to agree to be your spokesperson if they
really have strong doubts.
To start the conversation, you can ask questions like:

“I’ve been doing some thinking about who might
be able to speak on my behalf regarding my
medical care if I can’t speak for myself. Would
you consider doing it?”
“Would you feel comfortable doing this?”
“Do you think you can make decisions for me
that are based on my values, preferences, and
wishes, even if they’re different from yours?”
If the person agrees to be your spokesperson, you can
reassure them that you aren’t expecting them to be
“superhuman” or “all knowing.” Tell them they have your
permission to make decisions for you. This is especially
important for situations that you haven’t discussed or
can’t predict.
Encourage them to make decisions according to how
they think you would.
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Once you’ve chosen
your spokesperson

O

nce your spokesperson has agreed, you should
let your loved ones know that you have chosen
a spokesperson and tell them whom you have
chosen. This is especially important if your
spokesperson isn’t a member of your family. You might
say something like this:

I’ve asked [name of the person you’ve chosen] to
be my spokesperson in case I need medical care
and can’t speak for myself. After careful thought,
I feel that [person’s name] is the right person to
handle this responsibility.
Also, you should let family and friends know if you
filled out a Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care
document to legally appoint your spokesperson as your
health care agent. You should provide your loved ones
with a copy of the document.

there when I need care? How will my other
health care providers know about my wishes?”

Completing your

Advance Directive
WHAT IS AN ADVANCE DIRECTIVE?

An advance directive is a legal document that helps your
spokesperson, doctors, and loved ones understand your
wishes about your future health care.
Advance directives can be proxy or instructional.

Proxy vs. Instructional Directives. Proxy directives

are written instructions that tell your health care
providers whom you want to make decisions for you if
you get too sick to decide for yourself. Examples are a
Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care or a Medical
Power of Attorney.

Instructional directives are written instructions that tell
your health care providers which treatments you want
and don’t want if you get too sick to decide for yourself.
Common examples are a Living Will or a Directive to
Physicians. A special type of instructional directive is a
mental health (or psychiatric) advance directive—for
patients with mental health problems that might interfere
with their ability to make health care decisions.

Which advance directive is right for me? State

law generally determines what is legally binding. Even
when an advance directive is not legally binding, it still
helps your health care providers, spokesperson, and
loved ones understand your wishes.

Which parts of the advance directive form
should I complete? You may choose to complete only

the Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care section.
You can also choose to complete only the Living Will
section. Or you can complete both sections.

If you have questions, discuss
this with your health care
provider. Remember to tell
your loved ones what you’ve
chosen and share with them
your personal letter or audio
or video recording.

If you have someone you trust to make decisions on your
behalf, we recommend that you complete the Durable
Power of Attorney for Health Care. You might consider
completing only this section if you want to give your
spokesperson complete freedom to decide what is in
your best interests given your specific medical situation.
If you want to give specific instructions, you can complete
the Living Will section. You can also provide additional
information by attaching any of the Planning
My Way worksheets.
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ADJUSTING TO
NEW HEALTH PROBLEMS

How often
should I
review my
advance
directive?

If you develop a new problem that
seriously affects your health or function,
you might think differently about your
values and preferences. If you develop a
new health problem, first give yourself
some time to get used to your new
situation. Then, take another look
at your advance directive and
your worksheets to see if your
thoughts have changed.

NEARING THE END OF LIFE

If you learn that you might die within
a certain period of time, you might
rethink your priorities. Your attention
might shift to making the most of the
time that you have left.

Your circumstances affect when
and how often you review your
advance directive.

It’s also important to think about
your wishes when other circumstances
change.

It’s important to review your
advance directive even if you’re healthy.
A regular review prepares you and
your loved ones for emergency
situations, such as a car accident
or a sudden illness.

You may need to rethink who will speak
for you if:
n A family member dies
n You get a divorce
n Your spokesperson moves

Consider reviewing your advance
directive annually:
n
n

Before a medical check-up
Near a special event, such as a
yearly family gathering or birthday

It’s also important to review your
advance directive when major changes
happen.
Here are some things to think about
if your health condition changes,
especially if it takes a turn for the worse:

If you have a
serious mental
health condition
you should let your doctors and loved ones know
about your wishes for mental health care. This is just as
important as letting them know your wishes for other
types of care.
Think about your experiences with your mental health
condition. If you recognize signs that your mental health
is getting worse, you may want your providers and loved
ones to know those signs too.
Have certain treatments or drugs helped you while
others haven’t? Have you been hospitalized before?
If so, was it helpful? You may have had either good or
bad experiences with other approaches your providers
have tried too.
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WORKSHEETS
Worksheets help you as you work on your advance care plan. The following pages
contain selected worksheets (highlighted in green) to help you get started.
All of the Planning My Way worksheets, along with additional advance care planning
information, are available on our website: www.planninghealthcaremyway.org
n Choosing a Spokesperson
n Imagining Different Situations
n My Strongly Held Beliefs
n Who to Contact in an Emergency
n Taking Care of What I Value
n Mental Health Care Preferences
n When I Would or Wouldn’t Want Life-Sustaining Treatments
n My Last Days
n Organ Donation and Autopsy
n Burial and Funeral Arrangements
n Advance Directive (varies by state)

5/11/2018

Planning My Way

My Strongly Held Beliefs

My Strongly Held Beliefs
Many people have special personal or spiritual beliefs that they want to have respected in decisions
about life-sustaining treatments. Do you? Use this worksheet to discuss your choices with your
spokesperson, loved ones, and health care providers.
You may attach a copy of this optional worksheet to your Advance Directive if you choose to complete
one. Be sure to initial each page. If you do this your health care provider will treat the worksheet as
part of your directive. If you give the worksheet to your health care provider, it will become part of your
medical record, and will be protected like your other medical information.
I have religious beliefs that influence my views about the use of medical treatments. For example,
some people believe that it is wrong to receive blood products, such as plasma or red blood cells.
My beliefs are:

I believe in other forms of treatment, such as acupuncture, herbal remedies, or other alternative
practices. I want the following treatments to be considered as part of my care:

I gain strength from other things like family, prayer, being in nature, reading, inspirational literature, or
music. I want the following things included as part of my care:

Next Step

P.O.BOX 800, Essex Connecticut 06426

http://www.planninghealthcaremyway.org/worksheets/strongly-held-beliefs
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My Strongly Held Beliefs

My Strongly Held Beliefs- (Continued)
5/11/2018

My Beliefs

Yes

Planning My Way

No

Not sure

Explanations of my
beliefs

Not sure

Explanations of my
beliefs

Not sure

Explanations of my
beliefs

My Strongly Held Beliefs

I should always be given food
and �uids to prolong my life,
5/11/2018
My
Beliefs
even
if it means I would need
surgery to place a tube in my
Istomach.
should always be given food

Yes

Planning My Way

No

My Strongly Held Beliefs
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Taking Care of What I Value
Taking Care of What I Value
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medical decisions or take care of things that matter to you. Are there certain people you’d like to care for
If youchildren,
have a medical
emergency
health
crisis, you
might not
bechoices
able to with
makeyour
your own
your
pets, or home?
You or
canmental
use this
worksheet
to discuss
your
medical decisions
or ones,
take care
things
that
matter toEnter
you. contact
Are there
certain people
you’d
like to care
for
spokesperson,
loved
and of
health
care
providers.
information
into the
sections
below
yourapply
children,
pets,
or home?
use this
toto
discuss
that
to you.
Leave
blankYou
anycan
sections
thatworksheet
don’t apply
you. your choices with your
spokesperson, loved ones, and health care providers. Enter contact information into the sections below
After
completing
optional
initial
keep a copy of it with your other
that apply
to you.the
Leave
blankworksheet,
any sections
thateach
don’tpage
applyand
to you.
important papers. (Since this worksheet is not about medical decisions, there is no reason to attach it to
AfterAdvance
completing
the optional
worksheet,
initial
each
page
and keep
copythe
of people
it with your
other on this
your
Directive.)
You should
also get
legal
help
to make
sureathat
you name
important papers.
this authority
worksheet
notcare
about
decisions,
there
is no reason to attach it to
worksheet
will have(Since
the legal
toistake
ofmedical
your loved
ones and
property.
your Advance Directive.) You should also get legal help to make sure that the people you name on this
worksheet will have the legal authority to take care of your loved ones and property.

I want the following person (people) to take care of my CHILD(REN):
(Part
of 4)
I want1the
following person (people) to take care of my CHILD(REN):
(Part 1
Contact
#1of

4)

Name
Contact #1
Name

Street Address
Street Address
City/State/Zip
City/State/Zip
Home Phone
Home Phone
O ce Phone
O ce Phone
Email
Email

Contact #2
Name
Contact #2
Name
Street Address
Street Address
City/State/Zip
http://www.planninghealthcaremyway.org/worksheets/taking-care-of
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I want the following person to take care of my PET(S): (Part 2 of 4)
Name

Street Address
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City/State/Zip

Home Phone

O ce Phone

Email

Go Back

Next Step

P.O.BOX 800, Essex Connecticut 06426
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I want the following person to take care of my HOME(S): (Part 3 of 4)
Name

Street Address

City/State/Zip

Home Phone

O ce Phone

Email
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Go Back

Next Step

I want the following person to take care of my OTHER: (Part 4 of 4)
Name

P.O.BOX 800, Essex Connecticut 06426

Street Address

City/State/Zip

Home Phone

O ce Phone

Email

http://www.planninghealthcaremyway.org/worksheets/taking-care-of
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P.O.BOX 800, Essex Connecticut 06426
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Mental Health Care Preferences

WORKSHEET #1- Mental Health Symptoms

The signs that my mental health condition may be getting worse include:

WORKSHEET #2- Medication & Treatment Preferences (Mental Health Care Preferences - Cont.)
YES!

I PREFER to receive the following medications, therapies, and other treatments
(if indicated) because they helped me when my symptoms were worse:

MAYBE? If reasonable alternatives exist, I would like to AVOID the following treatments.
Identify the reasons for your preferences, such as bad side effects, concern
about long-term side effects, or that the medication didn’t work when your
symptoms were worse:

NO!

I understand that medications may cause SIDE EFFECTS.
However, if there are reasonable alternatives,
I especially would like to AVOID the following bad side effects:
Check up to four:
❍❍ Unusual movements of my mouth or other areas
❍❍ Numbness (loss of sensation)
❍❍

Motor restlessness (not being able to sit still or stand without
moving around)

❍❍

Seizures (In a seizure your body twitches or shakes for a brief period
of time. You can’t control your body and you usually become 		
unconscious.)

❍❍

Stiffness in my muscles or body, so that I can’t move my arms, legs,
or body smoothly or normally

❍❍

Tremors (An example of a tremor is when your hands shake or
vibrate very fast and you can’t control it.)

❍❍

Nausea or vomiting (feeling sick to your stomach or throwing up)

❍❍

Gaining weight

❍❍

Losing weight

❍❍

Diabetes (Diabetes is a condition that causes problems maintaining
your normal level of blood sugar. It’s sometimes called the
“sugar disease.”)

❍❍

Problems with my sexual functioning

❍❍

Addiction or dependence on the medication(s)

❍❍

Other: _______________________________________________
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WORKSHEET #3- Entering a Mental Health Facility (Mental Health Care Preferences - Cont.)
If I need serious and short-term (acute) emergency mental health care because I can’t take
care of myself, I prefer that my doctors consider an ALTERNATIVE TO HOSPITALIZATION.
Examples of these alternatives are acute follow-up, mental health case management,
and prompt follow-up with an outpatient mental health provider.
YES! (Name or describe the alternative(s).

YES! (Name or describe the alternative(s).

If I need to be hospitalized for mental health problems, I PREFER to be in the following
programs/ facilities. Identify the reasons for your preferences:
Program/Facility:
Reason:

Program/Facility:
Reason:

I prefer NOT to be admitted to the following mental health programs/facilities. Identify the
reasons for your preferences:
Program/Facility:
Reason:

Program/Facility:
Reason:

WORKSHEET #4- Other Information and Preferences (Mental Health Care Preferences - Cont.)
The staff of the hospital or crisis unit should know that the following things might help me
get my mental health symptoms under control:

The staff should know that the following things might help me relax and be less agitated:

I have these additional preferences for my mental health treatments:
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For more information
visit planninghealthcaremyway.com

P.O. BOX 800, ESSEX
CONNECTICUT 06426
CUNNIFFDIXON.ORG

